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Litigation
Litigation Alert:
Alert:Recent
RecentCase
Case Highlights Pitfalls in Electronic
Electronic Discovery
Discovery
7/21/2008
Electronic discovery
discovery continues
continuesas
asone
oneofofthe
themore
morecomplex
complexareas
areas
civillitigation,
litigation,replete
replete with
with pitfalls
pitfalls and
that can
inincivil
and potholes that
can derail the
the unwary
unwary practitioner.
practitioner.In
Inone
one recent
recent case,
case, aa
1 that
federal
judge in
in Maryland
Marylandruled
ruledininVictor
VictorStanley,
Stanley,Inc.
Inc.v.v.Creative
CreativePipe,
Pipe,
Inc.1
that
attorney-client
privilege
protect
a number
of documents
defendant,
federal judge
Inc.
thethe
attorney-client
privilege
diddid
notnot
protect
a number
of documents
thatthat
thethe
defendant,
Creative
Creative
were produced
producedinadvertently
inadvertently to
to the
the plaintiff,
plaintiff, Victor
are instructive.
instructive.
Pipe,
Inc. (“CPI”), said were
Victor Stanley,
Stanley, Inc. (“VSI”).
(“VSI”). The
The facts underlying the inadvertent production are

A Routine Review and
and Production
Production
Derailed by Poor Planning
Following aa court
court order requiring both parties to
jointly established
to produce
produce electronically
electronicallystored
storedinformation
information(“ESI”),
(“ESI”),CPI’s
CPI’sand
and VSI’s
VSI’s computer forensic experts jointly
established a protocol
protocol containing
containing
detailed search
and information retrieval
detailed
search and
retrievalinstructions
instructionsand
andnearly
nearlyfive
fivepages
pages of
ofkeyword
keyword search
search terms.
terms. After
Afterthe
theparties
partiesused
usedthis
thisprotocol
protocoltotoretrieve
retrieveresponsive
responsiveESI,
ESI, CPI
CPI reviewed the
documents to
to locate
locate materials
materials that
that were not discoverable
due to
to privilege
privilege or work-product protection.
protection. Counsel
for CPI,
CPI, however,
however, determined
determined that
that individualized
individualized privilege review of the
documents
discoverable due
Counsel for
responsive documents
documents would
would be
be unduly
unduly expensive
expensive and
andwould
would delay
delay production.
production.
responsive
addressthis
this concern,
concern, CPI’s
CPI’scounsel
counselused
useda acommon
common
approach
and
developed
a list
keywords
designed
enable
document
identificationsoftware
softwaretotoidentify
identify automatically,
automatically, and
To address
approach
and
developed
a list
of of
keywords
designed
to to
enable
itsits
document
identification
and
without further
requested that
that the court
“clawback” agreement,
without
furtherconsideration,
consideration,privileged
privilegedand/or
and/orprotected
protecteddocuments.
documents.CPI’s
CPI’scounsel
counsel also requested
court approve
approve a “clawback”
agreement, acknowledging
acknowledging the possibility of
and requiring
requiring the return of
documentswithout
without aa waiver
waiver of
of the
the applicable
applicable privilege or protection.
protection. CPI
the inadvertent
inadvertent disclosure
disclosure of privileged or protected
protected documents
documents and
of any
any such
such documents
CPI later
notified the
notified
thecourt
courtthat
thatbecause
because the
thedeadline
deadlinefor
forproduction
productionofofthe
thedocuments
documentswas
wasextended
extendedby
by four
fourmonths,
months,CPI
CPI would be able to conduct
conduct a document-by-document privilege review.
review.
CPI
subsequentlyabandoned
abandoneditsitsefforts
effortstotoobtain
obtainthe
the clawback
clawbackprovision
provisionininthe
the protective
protective order issued
by the
the court.
court.
CPI subsequently
issued by

CPI’s
ESIcontained
containedboth
bothtext-readable
text-readableand
andnon-text-readable
non-text-readabledocuments,
documents,meaning
meaningtext
textcould
couldbe
be“reviewed”
“reviewed” automatically
CPI’s ESI
automatically for
forprivilege
privilegeon
onsome
some documents
documents but not
not on
on others.
others. To
To
conduct its privilege review
CPI’s“e-discovery”
“e-discovery” expert developed
developed aa keyword
keyword search
searchcontaining
containing70
70terms
termstotobe
beapplied
appliedtotothe
thetext-readable
text-readable files
files to
review on
on these two sets
sets of documents, CPI’s
identify privileged
identify
privileged documents.
documents. As
As for the non-text-readable files,
files, the
thee-discovery
e-discovery expert
expert reviewed
reviewed only
only the
the title
titlepage
pageofofeach
eachdocument.
document.CPI
CPI did nothing more to determine whether
whether
documents were
were privileged.
privileged.
these documents
After CPI
completed the foregoing steps,
steps, it made its production
production, VSI’s
counsel discovered
discovereddocuments
documentsthat
thatwere
werepotentially
potentially privileged or
After
CPI completed
production to
to VSI.
VSI. Shortly after
after receiving
receiving CPI’s
CPI’s production,
VSI’s counsel
respondedby
byasserting
assertingthat
thatthe
the production
production of
of the
the privileged and protected
protected
work-product protected
protected and
and notified
notifiedcounsel
counsel for
forCPI
CPI of
of the
the production
productionof
ofthose
thosedocuments.
documents. CPI’s
CPI’s counsel
counsel responded
information was
information
was inadvertent
inadvertent and
and requested the immediate
immediate return
return of
ofthe
thedocuments,
documents,which
whichVSI
VSI refused.

considering whether
whether CPI
CPIwas
wasentitled
entitled to
to the
the return of
inadvertently produced
as part
part of the subsequent
motion practice, the
In considering
of the
the supposedly
supposedly inadvertently
produced documents as
subsequent motion
the judge
judge considered
considered the
the
reasonablenessofofCPI’s
CPI’s
actions
in conducting
its privilege
review
to determine
the production
of privileged
the privileged
documents
was “reasonably”
reasonableness
actions
in conducting
its privilege
review
to determine
if theif production
of the
documents
was “reasonably”
inadvertent.2

inadvertent.2
ultimately determined
onon
the
ESI
The judge ultimately
determinedthat
thatCPI
CPI failed
failedtotodemonstrate
demonstratethat
thatthe
thekeyword
keywordsearch
searchit itperformed
performed
the
ESIwas
wasreasonable
reasonableand
and noted
noted that
thatCPI
CPI was
was aware of the
the danger
danger of
that effort.
effort. Accordingly,
inadvertent production of privileged or protected information,
information, initially
initiallyseeking
seekingthe
theprotections
protectionsof
ofaaclawback
clawback agreement
agreement but then abandoning
abandoning that
Accordingly, the judge
concluded that,
that, although
may have
have been
beenproduced
producedunintentionally,
unintentionally, because
becauseCPI
CPIdid
didnot
notdemonstrate
demonstratethat
thatitit had
hadacted
acted reasonably,
reasonably,their
their production
production effectively
effectively waived
concluded
although the
the documents
documents may
waived
any privilege or protection
protection associated
any
associated with the documents.
documents.

Lessons
Learned
Lessons Learned
Victor
asaacautionary
cautionarytale
tale to
to any
any attorney
attorney or client
Victor Stanley
Stanley serves
serves as
client dealing
dealing with
withESI
ESI and highlights:
the practical
practicalsafeguards
safeguards associated
associated with clawback agreements;

the need to maintain transparency between
between the parties and
and the
the tribunal
tribunal trying
trying the
the case;
case; and
and
the need to conduct a thorough review of documents
prior to production employing a review protocol that
documents prior
that is
is reasonable
reasonable in terms of identifying
identifyingprivileged
privilegeddocuments
documents and
and isolating
documents from
from production to
those documents
to an
an adversary.

The Practical
Practical Safeguards
Safeguards Associated
with
with Clawback
Clawback Agreements
As
Victor Stanley
Stanley delineates,
delineates, clawback
clawback agreements
agreementsare
areused
usedtotopreserve
preservethe
therights
rightsof
of the
the producing
producing party
party when
when privileged
privileged materials are inadvertently
party.
As Victor
inadvertently disclosed
disclosed to
to an
an opposing
opposing party.
Such disclosure
disclosureoften
often occurs
occursduring
duringdiscovery
discoverywhen
whenthe
theproducing
producingparty
partymust
mustturn
turn over
over vast
vastamounts
amountsofofboth
bothelectronic
electronic and
and paper
paper material
material and conduct an
an exhaustive
exhaustive privilege
privilege review in
Such
3 The The
a limited
limited period
of time.
time. As
with other
other types
types of
of discovery
discoveryagreements,
agreements,parties
parties
have
wide
latitude
identify
what
terms
and
standards
work
their
particular
case.3
a
period of
As with
have
wide
latitude
to to
identify
what
terms
and
standards
willwill
work
bestbest
for for
their
particular
case.
best
best
for
to avoid
avoid waiver
waiver in
in this
this situation
situation is
is to
to first negotiate the terms of the
the particular characteristics of the
practice
for parties
parties seeking
seeking to
the clawback
clawback agreement, taking into consideration
consideration the
4
case, and
andthen
thentotooffer
offeraastipulation
stipulationtotothe
thecourt
courtfor
forentry
entryasasa aprotective
protectiveorder,
order,based
based
upon
procedures
a document
review
protocol
thatcourt
the court
will reasonable.
find
case,
upon
procedures
and and
a document
review
protocol
that the
will find
reasonable.4
of an
an enforceable
enforceable clawback
clawbackagreement,
agreement,courts
courtsgenerally
generallyemploy
employone
oneofofthree
threetests
teststo
to determine
determine if
if an inadvertent
result in waiver of any applicable
In the absence
absence of
inadvertent disclosure
disclosure should
should result
privilege or protection:

a strict
strict waiver
waiver approach;
approach;

a “middle road approach;” or

the
“toerr
erris is
human”
the “to
human”
approach.5
not voiced aa firm opinion
employed the
the strict
strict waiver
Theapproach.5
First Circuit has
has not
opinion on
on which of
of the
the three
threetests
testsshould
should be
be used.
used. Some
Some early District Court
Court decisions
decisions employed
waiver approach,
approach, where
where any
any
6 More
inadvertent disclosure
disclosureofofprivileged
privilegedmaterial
materialwas
washeld
heldtotowaive
waive
thatprivilege.
privilege.6
More
recently,
however,
these
courts
have
recognized
the immense
burdens
that detailed
inadvertent
that
recently,
however,
these
courts
have
recognized
the immense
burdens
that detailed
privilege
privilege
review
presentstotoparties
partiesengaged
engaged
electronic
and
paper
discovery
trended,
therefore,
toward
applying
the “middle
the absence
of a clawback
review
presents
in in
electronic
and
paper
discovery
and and
havehave
trended,
therefore,
toward
applying
the “middle
test” test”
in theinabsence
of a clawback
agreement.6
agreement.6
MassachusettsSupreme
SupremeJudicial
JudicialCourt
Courthas
hasheld
heldthat
thataareasonableness
reasonableness
analysis
the
“middletest”
test” should
shouldbe
beapplied
applied to
to determine ifif aa party
The Massachusetts
analysis
or or
the
“middle
partyproducing
producingdocuments
documentshas
has waived
waived any
any
privilege or
or protection
protection in
in the
the event
event of
of an
an inadvertent
inadvertentdisclosure.8
privilege

disclosure.8

Transparency Between the Parties
and the Tribunal
Tribunal Trying
Trying the
theCase
Case
The judge’s ruling in Victor
the need
need for
for cooperation between the parties
designed to
to address
addressthe
thepotential
potential for inadvertent
Victor Stanley
Stanley underscores
underscores the
parties in
in developing
developing aa discovery
discovery plan designed
inadvertent disclosure
disclosure
of privileged
to the precautions
privileged or
or protected
protecteddocuments.
documents.As
As your
your team
team works
works to
to develop
develop aa clawback
clawback agreement
agreement particular
particularto
tothe
theneeds
needsof
ofyour
yourcase,
case,the
thewatchword
watchwordisisreasonableness
reasonableness as
as to
9 Factors
undertaken
to prevent
prevent inadvertent
inadvertentdisclosure.
disclosure.9
Factors
considered
by courts
in determining
reasonableness
considered
by courts
in determining
reasonableness
include:
undertaken to
include:
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The
The time allotted
allotted for
forreview
reviewand
andproduction
productionof
ofdocuments
documents by
by the
the applicable
applicable scheduling
scheduling order
The number of documents to be reviewed and produced

The
complexity of the document extraction and
The complexity
and collection
collection to
to be
be undertaken
undertaken in
in preparing
preparing for
for document
document production
The state of the
ESI,text-readable
text-readable versus
versusnon-text
non-text readable,
readable, etc.
etc.
the documents:
documents: hard
hard copy
copy versus
versus ESI,

Whether the privilege
privilege review
review is
is to
to be
be computer
computer assisted
assisted or conducted manually, or aa combination of
of the
the two
twoapproaches
approaches
Precautions
and quality
quality control measures
to be employed
employed if
if privilege
Precautions and
measures to
privilege review
review isis computer
computer or
orkeyword
keywordassisted
assisted

A Thorough Review of Documents
Prior to Production
Increasingly, practitioners
and privilege,
privilege, especially
practitioners are
areusing
using electronic
electronicsearches
searches for
forresponsiveness
responsiveness and
especially in
in situations
situations where
wherediscoverable
discoverable materials
materialscomprise
comprisehundreds
hundreds of
ofthousands
thousands of
of pages.
pages.
While electronic document
can assist
assistattorneys
attorneysand
andclients
clientsin
innarrowing,
narrowing, culling,
culling, and
and identifying
identifying potentially
electronic procedure
document review procedures can
potentiallyresponsive
responsive and/or
and/or privileged
privilegedESI,
ESI, no electronic
procedure
or document review program
program can fully
fully “review”
“review”documents
documentsininany
anysense
senseof
ofthe
theword.
word.Parties
Partiesusing
usingsuch
suchtechniques
techniques should
should agree
agree on electronic
electronic search
search terms
terms with
withan
an adversary,
adversary, should
should
conduct manual “spot checks” on the
to determine whether
the searches
searches to
whether they
they are
are underunder- or
or over-inclusive,
over-inclusive,and
and should
should approach
approach the tribunal
tribunalto
toseek
seek approval
approval of
ofthe
theagreed-upon
agreed-upon methods
methods
before attempting an electronic privilege review.

Although the amount and scope
scope of
of documents
documents that
that are reviewed manually may vary by
by the type of
with which
of case,
case, and despite the speed
speed with
which documents
documents need to be produced or the
the
volume of documents
documents being
beingdealt
dealt with,
with, best practice dictates,
decided to
to date suggest,
suggest,that
that aa manual
manualreview
review of
of documents
documentsfor
for privilege
privilege or
or work-product
work-product protection
protection
dictates, and
and the
the cases
cases decided
included as
part of the
review process
processwill
will best
best position
position aa party
party for
for the recovery of documents inadvertently
inadvertently produced
as part
the ESI
ESI review
produced to
to an
an adversary.
adversary.
This
highlighted above, by incorporating the
This likelihood is increased, as
as highlighted
the clawback
clawback agreement
agreement into
into aa court
courtorder.
order.Parties
Partiesshould
shouldalso
alsobe
be ready
ready to
toeducate
educateopposing
opposing counsel
counsel and the court
court as
as
to the
to be
be undertaken,
undertaken, the risks associated
associated therewith,
therewith, and
to minimize
minimize inadvertent production
the discovery
discovery measures
measures to
and the
the steps
steps necessary
necessary to
production as
as a result
result of
of those
those risks.
risks. By
By integrating
integrating these
these
best practices, the parties can
can increase
increasethe
thelikelihood
likelihood that
that aa court
court will
will order
order the
the return
return of
ofany
any inadvertently
inadvertentlyproduced
produced privileged
privileged or
or protected
protected documents.
documents.

Mintz Levin’s Electronic
Electronic Discovery
Discovery
Practice Group
Mintz Levin’s electronic discovery practice group is
is comprised
comprised of
of aa multidisciplinary
multidisciplinary team of
of attorneys
attorneys and
and information
informationtechnology
technology professionals
professionals dedicated to finding
finding innovative
innovative solutions
solutions
to each client’s
litigation or
client’s electronic
electronicdiscovery
discoveryneeds
needs and
and the
the demands
demands of each litigation
ordocument
documentproduction.
production.By
Byemploying
employingcutting-edge
cutting-edgetechnology,
technology,in-house
in-housedocument
documentmanagement
management and
and
review software,
and third parties
software, and
and maintaining a close relationship with
with vendors
vendors and
parties associated
associated with the
the electronic
electronic discovery
discovery process,
process, the electronic
electronic discovery
discovery practice group
group is able to
adapt to the
of electronic
electronic discovery and
and ensures
ensuresthat
that our
our solutions
solutions comport
comport with
with the unique discovery requirements and
and client
client expectations associated
with
the ever-changing
ever-changing landscape
landscape of
associated with
each
matter.
each matter.
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